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Copyright Protection of Computer
Software in Taiwan and Its Enforcement
by the Information Product Anti-Piracy
Alliance
By GEORGE C.C. CHEN*
I. Introduction
Taiwan will likely become the fastest growing global participant
in the information technology industry this decade. Taiwan has be-
come a major market for and producer of computer-related products.
In 1995, Taiwan reached sales of US$15.7 billion and by 2002, sales of
information technology in Taiwan are expected to crest at USS33 bil-
lion.' However, Taiwan's new era of achievement stands in stark con-
trast to the country's infamous reputation for piracy in an
international community that refers to Taiwan as "The Pirate
Kingdom."
Today, despite all the improvements Taiwan has made in the in-
tellectual property area, remnants of this derogatory image persist in
the global marketplace and at the negotiation tables. This battered
image continues to plague Taiwan, adversely affecting how it is treated
during bilateral trade and economic negotiations. Furthermore, this
reputation hampers the prospects of Taiwanese information product
dealers in their dealings in the global marketplace. This image contin-
ues to impair the integrated development of Taiwan's economy as a
whole, a price that all of Taiwan's inhabitants must pay.
Therefore, it should come as no surprise that Taiwanese legisla-
tors have recognized the importance of providing intellectual property
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protection for computer software to foreign persons and have tailored
the copyright law to address international concerns. Under intense
foreign trade pressure, Taiwan has improved copyright enforcement
by revising the Taiwanese Copyright Law.2
Outside the legislature, the Information Product Anti-Piracy Alli-
ance of the Republic of China (IPAPA) was formed to present a
united front for combating all forms of information product piracy.
The Taiwanese government and the IPAPA are working hand-in-hand
to eradicate piracy and revitalize Taiwan's reputation in the interna-
tional community. Taiwan aspires to be the trading hub of the Asian
Pacific region, and the IPAPA seeks to expedite this process by pro-
moting increased protection of intellectual property.
The first section of this Paper discusses the current protection
now available for computer software as provided by Taiwanese Copy-
right Law. The second section outlines how the IPAPA enforces intel-
lectual property rights for software proprietors through police raids,
educational seminars, and other activities performed with the mutual
cooperation of other nonprofit organizations.
H. Current Protection for Computer Software in Taiwan
A. Subject Matter Eligible for Copyright Protection
The Taiwanese Copyright Law lists a series of categories of works
entitled to copyright protection. A definition for each type of work is
provided in a ruling of the Copyright Commission of Taiwan's Minis-
try of Interior (the "Copyright Commission").4 The following catego-
ries apply to computer software-related products.
1. Computer Programs
The Copyright Commission defines a computer program as a set
of instructions followed directly or indirectly in operating a computer
to bring about a particular result.5 Under this definition, a computer
program would cover source code, object code, micro code, macro
code, application or operation system, bios, assembler or compiler, de-
2. Copyright Law (1993) (Taiwan) [hereinafter Copyright Law].
3. Copyright Law, supra note 2, art. 5. The category of computer program was first
explicitly cited as a protected category of work in the 1985 revision of the Copyright Law.
4. The Illustrated Contents of Each Kind of Works in Paragraph One, Article 5 of
Copyright Law, Tai 81, Nei Zhu Tze No. 8184002, promulgated June 10, 1992 by the Copy-
right Commission of the Ministry of Interior, Republic of China [hereinafter Copyright
Commission].
5. AL para. 2(10).
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vice driver, CAI, CAM, CAD, and CIM so long as they fit within the
above description.
2. Literary Works
The Copyright Commission defines a literary work expressly as
"any poem, verse, prose, fiction, play or scenario, academic thesis, lec-
ture, and the other oral and literary works." 6 This category would
also protect a computer software operation manual and a user
manual.
3. Audiovisual Works
This category encompasses works such as movies, videocassette,
videodisc, and other laser recording forms. It also includes computer
screen displays, such as user-friendly interfaces, that consist of a series
of related images which could be fixed to any medium and are intrinsi-
cally intended to be shown by the use of machines or devices together
with or without accompanying sounds.7 However, according to the
Copyright Commission, this category will not protect a single individ-
ual screen display.
4. Pictorial Works
The definition for this form of copyrightable work incorporates a
category referred to as a "chart or scientific-technological or engineer-
ing design drawing. 's This category would cover any software-related
drawing or chart, such as a flow chart, as long as it is sufficiently
original.
5. Artistic Works
This category covers word design and form drawingY Although
the wording in Chinese is ambiguous, the artistic works category may
be used to protect computer typeface or font, according to an internal
interpretation by the Copyright Commission.'" To date, there have
6. Id. para. 2(1).
7. See it para. 2(7). Unlike the United States, there have been few le'al cases or
disputes over "look and feel" interfaces in Taiwan, and most of the litigation brought in
Taiwan has been settled before reaching trial. Id.
8. Id. para. 2(6). Under previous copyright law, pictorial works were defined a'
works of structural or analytical drawings of machinery, electrical circuit diagrams, or other
scientific-technological or engineering design drawings, or compilations thereof. It
9. Id. para. 2(4).
10. Id.
1996]
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been many attempts to register typefaces or fonts for copyright pro-
tection under this category.
6. Compilations
Lastly, the Copyright Law provides for independent protection of
compilations, which are defined as "collections of preexisting materi-
als which by reason of the selection and arrangement of their con-
tents, constitute intellectual creations."'1 However, protection of
compilations has no impact on the copyright of the works collected
and grouped in such compilations. 12 Additionally, this definition
would cover original computer databases.
7. Multimedia or CD-ROM
Multimedia or CD-ROM products are not specifically addressed
in the Copyright Law. This new type of medium may be composed of
text, music, paintings, photos, plays, graphics and image, film, anima-
tion, and any kind of audio-video or derivative work. Although cur-
rent Taiwanese copyright law addresses specific types of work, it does
not explicitly mention multimedia works. These different classifica-
tions may raise many legal issues in the areas of exclusive rights, dura-
tion of protection, interactiveness, and virtual reality.
B. Copyright Protection for Foreigner's Software
In Taiwan, foreigners may obtain copyright protection for their
software and other related products in two ways: by reciprocal agree-
ment or by publication. Under the first method, in order for a foreign
national to receive copyright protection under Taiwan law, a treaty,
agreement, or customary practice must exist between the foreign na-
tional's home country and Taiwan, providing Taiwan nationals with
copyright protection in that foreign country.' 3 In other words, there
must be some program of reciprocity between the foreign country and
Taiwan. Currently, only the United States, the United Kingdom,
Hong Kong, and Switzerland provide complete reciprocity protection
to Taiwanese nationals, thus allowing nationals of these countries full
copyright protection under Taiwan law. South Korea and Spain pro-
vide protection to Taiwanese nationals residing in their respective
11. Copyright Law, supra note 2, art. 7, para. 1.
12. Id.
13. Id. art. 4, subd. 2.
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countries; accordingly, South Korean or Spanish nationals residing in
Taiwan are entitled to such protection.
The second method for a foreigner to qualify for software copy-
right protection in Taiwan is to have the work first published in Tai-
wan, or published in Taiwan within thirty days of first publication
elsewhere. 14 However, because the statute defines the term "publica-
tion" as including both the reproduction and the distribution of a
work, the mere sale of a work in Taiwan will not satisfy this require-
ment.'" Rather, the work must be both distributed and reproduced in
Taiwan. 16
For example, a foreign company that ships computer software
programs to Taiwan for sale and distribution would not satisfy the
publication requirement, because the company did not reproduce the
software in Taiwan. To qualify for copyright protection, the original
version of the computer software must have been either produced and
sold in Taiwan or reproduced and sold in Taiwan within thirty days of
first publication. To be eligible for copyright protection, the producer
of the software need only reproduce a quantity of the product that
"satisf[ies] the reasonable requirements of the general public.":" No
specific minimum quantity of the work is required to qualify for copy-
right protection.
As occurs in the first method discussed above, reciprocity is also
required when using the publication method of obtaining copyright
protection. The home country of the foreign national must grant Tai-
wan nationals copyright protection through publication with provi-
sions similar to those granted to foreigners under Taiwanese law. At
present, Japan, Brazil, Norway, Austria, and Finland are among those
countries whose nationals may qualify for copyright protection under
this second method.
14. Id. art. 4. subd. 1.
15. Id. art. 3, subd. 13. This provision defines publication as -the actiitq cf tli ,n
of rights to reproduce and distribute reproductions of a work. pro% idd that thQ amount of
such reproductions made available %%ill satisfy the reasonable requirement of th2 getnral
public." Id.
16. Id. art. 3, subd. 12. The Copyright Law defines distribution as -proiding th oriei-
nal of a work or its reproduction to the general public for trading or circulatin?, m,_i malter
whether with or without compensation." Id. The Copyright Commision in praCxttc may
require a minimum of three invoices from sale of the work in Taian in orJer to pru)e
distribution. Id.
17. Id. art. 3, subd. 13.
18. Id. art. 4, subd. 1.
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C. Exclusive Property and Economic Rights in Software
If a work qualifies for protection under the Copyright Law, then
the producer of the work must determine the scope of the legal prop-
erty rights that this protection provides. In general, the Copyright
Law now entitles the author of a work to a variety of exclusive rights,
including reproduction, public performance, public presentation, pub-
lic exhibition, public broadcasting, compilation, adaptation, and lease;
these rights are termed economic rights under the Copyright Law.t '
Specific to computer software, the transformation of a computer
program's source code or object code is considered reproduction or
adaptation, and therefore requires authorization from the author, who
maintains exclusive rights to such a transformation under the Copy-
right Law.20 Similarly, if a modification constitutes a change in the
computer language, then this modification would be considered a
translation and would therefore require the author's approval. 21
The Copyright Law also provides owners of computer programs
an exception from the "first sale doctrine." In general, Taiwan ad-
heres to the "first sale doctrine," which permits the owner of a legiti-
mate reproduction of a work to sell or lease the reproduction.
However, the Copyright Law specifically prohibits the leasing of a
legal copy of a computer program without authorization from the au-
thor.22 As a result, a company may not purchase computer program
packages for the purpose of leasing software to customers.
D. Period of Copyright Protection for Software
The revised Copyright Law provides copyright protection for a
duration spanning the life of the author plus fifty years.23 In certain
instances, a shorter time period of protection is provided. In these
cases the period of protection lasts for fifty years from the time of
public release of such work.24 This shorter time period applies where
the author of a work is a juridical person,25 such as a corporation. or
19. Id. art. 22-29.
20. 1& art. 22, 28.
21. Id. art. 28.
22. I& art. 60. This article states that "the owner of the legitimate reproduction of a
work may rent such reproduction. However, this shall not apply to the reproduction of
sound recordings and computer programs." Id.
23. Id. art. 30.
24. Id. art. 33, 34.
25. Id. art. 33. This article states in pertinent part that "[flor a work whose author is ajuridical person, the term of property rights thereof shall extend for a period of fifty years
from the time of public release of such work." Id.
[Vol. 19:645
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where the work falls within one of several enumerated categories,
such as computer programs or audiovisual works.2' Therefore, a com-
puter program or screen display user interface would enjoy protection
for only fifty years from the time of public release. In contrast, where
a software user manual or another software-related product is in-
volved, the fifty year period would only begin running upon the au-
thor's death.
As for a joint work, the economic right of copyright endures for
the life of the last surviving author plus fifty years.27 For a work that
is released to the public successively or in phases, the period of copy-
right protection is calculated from the date of public release of each
portion of such work constituting an individual phase." If the portion
of a publicly released work does not constitute an independent work,
then the period of copyright protection is calculated from the date of
public release when the accumulated portions constitute an independ-
ent work.29
E. Assignment and Licensing of Software Rights
The Copyright Law provides that economic rights to a work may
be assigned in whole or in part to another person or held by co-own-
ers.30 However, the scope of assignment of property rights to a work
is narrowly defined according to the agreement between the parties.3'
Therefore, if certain points of the assignment are not clearly defined
in the agreement, the law presumes that no assignment has occurred
as to these disputed points. 2
In addition, the copyright owner of a work may license another
person to use that work. 3 As with assignment, the essential terms of
the license are governed by an agreement between the contracting
26. Id art. 34. This article provides that "economic rights to a photoaphic %iork,
audiovisual work, sound recording, and computer program shall endure for fifty , ears from
the time of public release of such work." ld. The definition of public release is different
from publication and is defined as "the activity of the right owner to make a%ailable to the
general public the contents of hislher work by means of publishing, broadcasting, present-
ing, reciting, live performing, exhibiting, or any other methods." Id. art. 3(14).
27. Id. art. 31.
28. Id. art. 35, para. 2.
29. Id.
30. Id art. 36, para. 1.
31. Id art. 35, para. 2.
32. Id art. 36, para. 2.
33. Id art. 37.
1996]
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parties.34 If certain issues are not clearly defined in the agreement,
then it will be presumed that there is no license as to these issues.35
The Copyright Law also prohibits a licensee from sublicensing to a
third party without the consent of the copyright owner.36
It is important to understand a distinctive and vital aspect of the
Copyright Law: in order for an assignment or exclusive license of a
computer software-related product to have legal effect, it must be reg-
istered.37 Without proper registration, no defense exists against third
parties s For example, a software copyright owner might assign the
software or grant an exclusive license to several different people or
legal entities respectively, but only the one who registers such an as-
signment or license would finally obtain this copyright or license.
F. Moral Rights in Computer Software
The concept of moral right is a civil law notion. Although Tai-
wan's legal system is based on the civil law system, the moral right
concept as applied to copyright did not clearly arise in Taiwanese law
until the recent revision of the Copyright Law. The current law distin-
guishes moral rights in a work from the ordinary bundle of rights that
accompanies a copyright and defines them as those rights possessed
exclusively by an author that are neither assignable nor inheritable.3"
Under the Copyright Law, three forms of moral right protection
apply to an author's work. First, the author retains the right to choose
whether or not to release the work in public.4" Second, an author may
choose whether or not to reveal the author's real name or to instead
provide a pseudonym on an original or derivative version of the
work.41 However, there is an exception to this second right: where the
omission of the author's name contrary to the author's wishes does
34. IcL art. 37, para. 1. This paragraph states that "[tihe territory, time, contents,
method of use, and other matters of such authorized use shall be governed by the agree-
ment between the parties. If the authorization is unclearly defined in certain portions of
the agreement, it shall be presumed that no authorization to such unclear portions has ever
been made." Id.
35. Id. art. 37, para. 1.
36. Id.
37. Id. art. 37, para. 1.
38. Although an author "shall be entitled to copyright upon completion of a work
rather than by registration, assignment and exclusive license of economic rights cannot be
used as a defense against a third party unless it has been duly registered." Id. art. 75, subd.
1.
39. Id. art. 21.
40. Id. art. 15, subd. 1.
41. Id art. 16, para. 1.
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not prejudice the interests of the author or violate social custom, there
has been no infringement upon this moral right under the Copyright
Law.42
The third form of moral right protection available to an author is
the preservation of the integrity of the title, form, and content of the
work.43 However, there are two exceptions to this third right where
computer programs are concerned. One exception is for a modifica-
tion of software in order to make a computer program suitable to a
specific computer. 4 A second exception is for a modification made to
correct an obvious program design error that frustrates an objective of
the original work. 45 In these two exceptions, modifications do not in-
fringe the author's moral rights.
However, all other modifications in the integrity of the form, title,
and contents of a computer program are forbidden without the au-
thor's express consent.46 For instance, in the case of a computer pro-
gram that is made for personal use, modification to improve the
functions of the program, rather than to correct a design error, is pro-
hibited without the author's express consent.
G. Software Copyright Ownership: Work Made for Hire Issues
In the recent revision of the Copyright Law, significant changes
were made in Taiwan's application of the "work made for hire" doc-
trine. In contrast to the laws of many other developed countries,
Taiwanese law now provides that an employee who completes a work
within the scope of employment will be the author of the work, and
will own the property and moral right, even if the work was created
under the planning of the employer.47 The only exception to this rule
42. Id. art. 16, para 3. This paragraph provides that -[the name of an author may be
omitted where according to the purpose and manner of use of the v, ork, iuah ori:cn
does not prejudice the interests of the author and does not violate so-zial cutom. ltd.
43. Id. art. 17, subd. 1.
44. Id. art. 17, subd. 2.
45. I& This subdivision provides that "[w]here necessary changes are made in order
to make a computer program suitable to a specific computer, or to correct computer pro-
gram design error(s) which is (are) obvious and prevents [sic] achie.ing the orinal objec-
tive of the work." Id.
46. Id. art. 17, subd. 1. This subdivision provides that -lain author shall ha%.e the riht
to maintain the integrity of the contents, form and title of the ILLork" 
47. Id art. 11. This article states that "[w]here a work is completed by an cmployee of
a juridical person within the scope of employment and under the planning of the juridical
person, the said employee shall be considered the author of such work. ML
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is if an employment contract specifically provides that the employer
shall be deemed the author of the work.43
The same rule applies to the relationship between an independ-
ent contractor and a client. A contractor who is retained to create a
work will be considered the author of the work, even if the work is
created under the planning and supervision of the client.49 However,
as with the employer-employee relationship, if the agreement between
the contractor and the client provides that the client will be consid-
ered the author of the work, then such a provision will prevail.50
This change in Taiwan's work made for hire doctrine was
designed to protect the actual creator of a work unless the parties
have specified otherwise. However, this change in the law may pro-
duce adverse effects, including damage to the Taiwanese investment
climate, inhibition to technology development, and discouragement of
foreign technology transfers. In response to this change in the work
made for hire doctrine, foreign firms have been forced to enter into
complicated contractual relationships whenever they import or de-
velop technology in Taiwan. For example, if a foreign corporation or
person agrees to invest in Taiwan and establish a technology develop-
ment relationship with a local company, the agreement between the
foreign and Taiwanese entity must specify that the fruits of all efforts
by the Taiwanese company will be the property of the foreign entity in
order to protect the rights of the foreign entity in the ownership of the
computer technology that is developed. However, this contract is only
the first step in this process, because the relationship between the for-
eign and Taiwan entities will not bind the Taiwan employees. There-
fore, a contract must be entered into between each employee and the
Taiwan entity or between each employee and the foreign entity that
will transfer all rights to the foreign entity. Fortunately, there have
been very few disputes in this area. At any rate, all forecasts indicate
that the Copyright Commission will further revise this area of copy-
right law in the near future.
48. Id. art. 11. This article provides that "if the employment contract provides that the
juridical person or its representative shall be the author, such agreement shall govern," Id.
49. Id. art. 12. This article provides that "[w]here a work completed by a commis-
sioned person and under the planning of the commissioner... the commissioned person
shall be the author of such work." Id.
50. Id. art. 12. This article provides that "if there is an agreement providing that the
commissioner or its representative shall be the author of such work, such agreement shall
govern." Id.
[Vol. 19:645
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H. The Fair Use Doctrine and Computer Programs
The owner of the legitimate reproduction of a computer program
may make a copy of such a program for use as a back-up copy. Thus,
the copy can only be used for archival purposes, and use of the copy is
limited to the lawful owner rather than the possessor of the legitimate
copy of a computer program.5 On the other hand, if the owner of a
computer program loses ownership over the original copy for any rea-
son other than destruction or loss of the legitimate copy of a computer
program, the owner is required to destroy all copies of the program,
unless the copyright owner allows othenvise.52 This provision is in-
tended to ensure that in the event of the sale or transfer of ownership
in an original copy of a program, the former owner will lose the right
to use the reproduced program. In the event of theft or loss of the
original copy of the computer program, the destruction requirement
may not be applied because theoretically the owner has not lost own-
ership rights over the original copy.
Furthermore, the Copyright Law grants certain legislative, ad-
ministrative, judicial, and educational authorities the right to
reproduce copyrighted works. Legislative bodies and administrative
authorities are granted the right to reproduce a copyrighted work to a
"reasonable extent" if the body or authority determines that it is nec-
essary as an internal reference for lawmaking or administtative pur-
poses. However, legislative and administrative authorities are
denied this right where the reproduction will prejudice the interests of
the owner of the copyright to such work or where the work is a com-
puter program.54
In addition, judicial authorities may reproduce a copyrighted
work to a reasonable extent for purposes of judicial procedures.75 Ed-
ucational authorities may also reproduce "for teaching necessity" the
works of other persons, so long as the amount of reproduction is rea-
51. Id. art. 59, para. 1.
52. Id. art. 59, para. 2.
53. Id. art. 44.
54. Id. art. 44. This article allows reproduction "unless such reproduction ,ill preju-
dice the interests of the owner of the economic rights so far as the cateony and u:,2, 2 of
the said work and the quantity and method of reproduction are concerned, or unl.-% the
work is a computer program." Id.
55. Id. art. 45, para. 1. This paragraph states that "[w]here it is solely for the necesity
of use by the judicial procedures, the work of another person may be repreJuced to a
reasonable extent." Id.
1996]
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sonable5 6 But as with legislative bodies and administrative authori-
ties, there is an exception to this right for judicial or educational
authorities where the reproduction will prejudice the interests of the
owner of the copyright, or where the work is a computer program.-7
I. Pure Use of Infringing Software
One of the most important concepts in the Copyright Law is re-
ferred to as the "pure use" of an infringing computer program. Pure
use concerns the use of a copyrighted work by a person or entity for
purposes other than sale or reproduction. Taiwan, like the United
States and most other Western countries, punishes the unauthorized
duplication or sale of a copyrighted work. However, the Copyright
Law also provides a criminal penalty for the pure use of an infringing
reproduction. s The pure use provision applies exclusively to com-
puter programs and does not cover any other form of copyrighted
work.59
Potential liability for pure use of an illegal copy of a computer
program has alarmed individuals and companies in Taiwan. They fear
criminal penalties for continuing to employ longstanding pure use
practices. For instance, an accountant might now face imprisonment
and a fine for employing an unauthorized copy of a computer program
used for many years to balance the books of the firm. However, to
incur liability the pure use must have been made knowingly and for
the direct profit of the potential infringer.60 It is likely that proving
knowing use will become a principal issue in future litigation. The
meaning of the term direct profit also awaits judicial interpretation.
Similarly, it remains unsettled whether the use of an ordinary word
processing program or a database program by companies and individ-
56. Id. art. 46, para. 1. This paragraph states that "[s]chools at various levels estab-
lished under the relevant law and the persons thereof engaged in teaching may reproduce,
to a reasonable extent as required for teaching necessity, a work of another person which
have [sic] been publicly released." Id.
57. Iad art. 45, para. 2. This paragraph states that "[t]he proviso of the preceding Arti-
cle shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the preceding Paragraph." Id. Article 46, paragraph 2
similarly provides that "[t]he proviso of Article 44 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the
preceding Paragraph." Id. art. 46, para. 2.
58. iat art. 93, subd. 3.
59. Id. art. 87, subd. 5. This subdivision states that "[a]ny of the following circum-
stances shall be deemed as an infringement upon copyright or plate-right unless this Law
provides otherwise: ... 5. To make use for direct profit of a reproduction of a computer
program with the knowledge that it is an infringing copy of the economic rights to such
computer program." Id.
60. Id.
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uals in their daily business should be considered activity for direct
profit.
J. Parallel Importation of Software
The Copyright Law prohibits parallel imports of copyrighted
products if authorization of the owner has not been granted. In ac-
cordance with Article 87(4) of the Copyright Law, importation of any
copies of a work without the authorization of the owner of the eco-
nomic rights would be deemed an infringement upon the copyright."1
However, copies of a work imported by the central or local gov-
ernments for archival purposes are exempt from Article 87. 2 Impor-
tation is also allowed for an organization operated for scholarly,
educational, or religious purposes, for their libraries or archival pur-
poses. 63 Importation for private use is also permitted if the purpose is
not for distribution and the copies are imported in that person's per-
sonal baggage.6 Under no circumstances may such importation be
used for private financial gain or commercial sale.
In light of these significant provisions, it is clear that the Copy-
right Law has been significantly amended to prohibit the importation
of copies of computer software without the owmer's express authoriza-
61. ML art. 87 bis (4).
62. 1& art. 87 bis (1).
63. Ild. art. 87 bis (2).
64. Id. art. 87 bis (3). Article 87 bis provides:
Item 4 of the preceding Article does not apply to any of the following circumstance:
1. To import copies of a work for the use of the central or lozal o~ern-
ments, but not including copies for use in schools or other educational institu-
tions, or copies of any audiovisual work imported for purpoZe.2 other than
archival use.
2. To import for an organization operated for scholarly, educational, or r,2t-
gious purposes and not for private gain with respect to a certain amount of copies
of any audiovisual work for its archival purposes, and a certain amount of copies
of any other work for its library lending or archival purposes, and the u-e of such
copies shall be in conformity with the provisions of Article 4'.
3. To import a certain amount of copies of a york for the pri.ate u,2 of the
importer, if such copy is not for distribution, or by any p.rzcon arri",n" from
outside the territory, if such copy forms a part of such person's personal babeage.
4. To import a work incorporated into any goods, machinery, or equipment
otherwise legally imported where such work cannot be copied during the ordinary
operation or use of the goods, machinery, or equipment.
5. To import an instructional or operational manual, accompaning any
goods, machinery, or equipment otherwise legally imported. Hovever, this do2
not apply to where the importation of such work is an essential object of the act
of importation of the goods, machinery, or equipment.
This article further provides that the certain amount set forth in Items 2 and 3 of tihe
preceding paragraph shall be prescribed by the competent authority. Id.
1996]
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tion. The few exceptions provided by the statute balance the interests
of the government, nonprofit organizations, and private individuals
with that of the copyright owner.
K Computer Program Registration
Although foreign nationals are not required to register copy-
righted works, registration may provide evidentiary advantages in the
event of litigation under Taiwanese law. In other words, registration
of a copyright may serve as prima facie evidence of ownership. Regis-
tration, in practice, also makes it easier for a copyright owner to re-
quest police seizure of infringing copies of the work, thereby
facilitating the ordinarily complicated procedures of enforcing copy-
right ownership. The availability of this summary procedure is espe-
cially valuable in computer program cases where time is of the
essence.
In order to register a computer program, an application must be
filed with the Copyright Commission of the Ministry of the Interior.'-
The complete application must include the registration fee, the first
fifty and last fifty pages of the source code or object code of the pro-
gram, and other specified documentation.66 The documentation must
elaborate on the purpose for creation of the program, the techniques
utilized to write the program, the function and capability of the pro-
gram, the computer language used by the programmer, and a flow
chart of the program.67
L. Infringing Software Liability-Civil and Criminal Penalties
The Copyright Law strengthens both civil and criminal penalties
for copyright infringement. Civil remedies now include several forms
of damages, as well as injunctive relief. An injured party may now
choose between two formulas in order to determine damages for will-
ful or negligent infringement of property rights: (1) calculating the suf-
fered damages and lost profits resulting from the infringement or (2)
determining the sum of profits earned by the infringer through
infringement.68
65. IL art. 74.
66. Implementation Rules of the Copyright Law (1992) (Taiwan), art. 6.
67. The registration fee is determined by multiplying the market retail price of the
computer program by three up to a maximum of NT$3600, the equivalent of US$144.
68. Copyright Law, supra note 2, art. 88:
The injured party may choose either of the following options in claiming for the
damages set forth in the preceding Paragraph:
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Besides a choice of formulas for computing damages, the Copy-
right Law also contemplates other issues regarding remedies. If the
injured party has difficulty proving actual damages, that party may
request the court to determine the damages in a sum "not less than
ten thousand New Taiwan Dollars and not more than five hundred
thousand New Taiwan Dollars depending upon the seriousness of the
infringement. '69 The damages may be increased up to one million
New Taiwan Dollars if the infringing act is committed "intentionally
and in a serious nature. ' 70 When the infringement is caused by more
than one person or entity, each party is jointly and severally liable for
all damages incurred.71 The copyright owner may also request that an
existing infringement be removed from the marketplace or from pro-
duction or that a future infringement be prevented.'
The Copyright Law also introduces a special civil remedy fash-
ioned specifically to address moral right infringements. A person who
violates the moral rights of an author is now liable for all damages
arising from the infringement, as well as pecuniary compensation for
any noneconomic damages.73 The injured party may also request that
the violator work to expedite the recovery of the injured party's
reputation 74
Criminal penalties for software infringements under Taiwanese
law include incarceration and monetary fines. The Copyright Law has
increased both jail terms and monetary fines for copyright infringe-
ment. Any person who reproduces, without authorization, the work
of another is subject to imprisonment for a period of six months to
three years and may be fined up to NTS200,000, the equivalent of
US$7400.75 Any person who reproduces, without authorization, the
work of another with the intention to sell or lease the reproduction
1. To make the claim in accordance with the provisions of Article 21b of the
Civil Code. However, in case the injured party is unable to prove hiL her dam-
ages, he/she may take the difference between the amount of profit normally e'-
pectable in exercising hisfher right and the amount of profit earned from hi Jher
exercise of the same right after hisfher right was infringed; or
2. To claim the profits earned by the infringer from the act of infrin ement.
However, if the infringer is unable to prove the costs of the infringing proziucts or
the necessary expenses, the said profits shall be the total income of the infringer
gained from the act of infringement.
69. Id. art. 88.
70. L.
71. Id.
72. Id. art SS, subd. 2; art. 84.
73. IM. art. 85.
74. Id.
75. Id. art. 91, para. 1.
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shall be punished by imprisonment for a period of six months to five
years and fined up to a maximum of NT$300,000, the equivalent of
US$11,111.76
The following practices are subject to imprisonment of up to two
years and a maximum fine of NT$100,000 (US$3700): use of a work in
a manner that would infringe the moral rights of the author of such
work; distributing, exhibiting, or possessing with the intention to dis-
tribute, or delivering with the intention to make profit, a copy, know-
ing that such copy is an infringing copy; importing copies of the
copyrighted work into Taiwan (parallel imports); and making use for
direct profit of a reproduction of a computer program, knowing that it
is an infringing copy.7 7
If any of the previously noted criminal offenses are committed by
a person as a part of their regular profession, the infringer may be
punished with imprisonment for a period ranging from one to seven
years and additionally fined a maximum of NT$450,000, the
equivalent of US$16,666.78
M. Inspection Regulations for Software Exports
Due to the high rate of copyright infringing software found
originating from Taiwan, the United States threatened trade sanctions
under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 ("Special 301") in early
1992. To avoid these sanctions, the Taiwanese government was told to
take action to eliminate such exports. In response, on November 1,
1992, the Taiwanese government began implementing the significant
changes in its regulations of computer software-related products ex-
ports discussed below. These new regulations create three categories
of proof requirements as well as an inspection requirement designed
to halt the export of copyright infringing software. These regulations
subject software-related products and hardware products containing
software to inspection prior to exportation from Taiwan.
The first category of proof requirements covers products created
locally. This category dictates that exporting companies provide proof
of a valid local copyright certificate for these local products. The sec-
ond category is reserved for software-related products that are not
locally created, but which hold copyrights registered in Taiwan or
abroad. The local exporter must provide a copyright certificate and
76. Id. art. 91, para. 2 (emphasis added).
77. I& art. 93.
78. Id art. 94.
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proof from the copyright holder that the goods are authorized for
manufacture and export.
The third proof category is for software-related products that
have no Taiwanese or foreign-registered copyright. In this category,
the foreign importer of the products is required to provide a statement
confirming that the manufacture and export of the goods has been
authorized by the copyright holder. A new statement is required for
each shipment of the goods. In addition, the foreign importer must
provide a statement certifying that the software products do not in-
fringe any third party's rights and that the importer assumes all liabil-
ity for any copyright infringement.
Additionally, all three categories of computer software-related
products are subject to physical inspection prior to export. The Insti-
tute for Information Industries (III), a local semigovernmental organi-
zation, has been appointed to conduct these inspections.7 ' Inspections
can be conducted either at the exporting company's premises or at the
I's facilities. Under the regulations the III is expected to examine
the entire shipment, in practice, the III is only able to inspect a sample
portion. Moreover, in some cases the III selects a portion of the
software products and allows the bulk of the goods to be shipped prior
to completion of the inspection. However, if samples are found to
infringe on the proprietary rights of a third party, a Taiwanese govern-
ment agency will inform the injured party who can then seek to have
the products confiscated by customs authorities when the products ar-
rive at the port of destination.
The United States government has alleged that these export in-
spection procedures have failed to eradicate the exportation of copy-
right infringing software products from Taiwan. With the United
States government again threatening trade sanctions under Special
301, the Taiwan government is currently considering the implementa-
tion of a stricter, two-level inspection procedure. Under the proposed
procedure, exporters of software products will be divided into two
groups: low risk and high risk. Those companies with no record of
exporting infringing software would be subject to an inspection of
thirty percent of their exported software products. In contrast, com-
79. The Institute for Information Industry (III) was established under the supzrnfon
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 1979. The III is dedicated to the development and
enhancement of Taiwan's information industry. The III's board of directors and cupnri-
sors are selected from government agencies, private businesses and academia, Tne III's
Market Intelligence Division provides technical and market information and atso a~sists in
the promotion of intellectual property rights.
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panies who maintain a record of exporting infringing software or are
suspected of doing so would be subject to inspection of one hundred
percent of their software exports. At this writing, however, these pro-
cedures have not been finalized.
III. Software Piracy and the Information Product Anti-
Piracy Alliance
A. The Information Product Anti-Piracy Alliance: Background
and Origins
Piracy impairs the growth of Taiwan's computer software industry
in several ways. First and foremost, piracy discourages the production
of new and competitive products because it diminishes profits neces-
sary to cover research and development costs. Secondly, piracy leads
to the introduction of shoddy, low quality products in the market-
place. Finally, piracy fosters international mistrust and can lead to
possible sanctions against offending countries, as demonstrated by the
recent United States-Taiwan trade dispute.
The Information Product Anti-Piracy Alliance (IPAPA) is a non-
profit organization formed to eradicate piracy of computer software,
hardware, and related products in Taiwan. IPAPA was formed in re-
sponse to complaints from Taiwan's own software industry that were
fueled by a counterfeiting problem on the island and a need to create
a united front to fight computer software piracy.
The industry voiced its complaints to several associations and
agencies. Four of the most important high-technology organizations
in Taiwan, the Institute for Information Industry (III), the Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRI),80 the Taipei Computer Associ-
ation (TCA),s1 and the Information Service Industry Association of
80. The Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) is the only technology re-
search organization in Taiwan established by legislative act. For the past 20 years, the ITRI
has worked to benefit local industry, as well as to implement long-term research projects
relevant to national needs. The ITRI places great emphasis on the creation and applica-
tion of intellectual property rights.
81. The Taipei Computer Association (TCA) is an organization comprised of over
5000 computer companies. TCA is headquartered in Taipei and aims to help members
increase exports, facilitate relevant technology transfer, import scarce materials and re-
sources, and create a better industrial and business environment in Taiwan. In cooperation
with the China External Trade Development Council (CETRA), TCA co-organizes the
yearly Taipei International Computer Exhibition, known as COMPUTEX TAIPEI, as well
as the Taipei Computer Applications Exhibition, known as the TCA Exhibition.
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the Republic of China (CISA),s 2 heard the call and joined together to
form the unique alliance known as IPAPA. While these organizations,
in their individual capacities, serve somewhat divergent interests, they
have joined forces through the IPAPA to present a united front
against piracy in Taiwan. These four groups continue to provide direc-
tion on the IPAPA policies through their representation in the
IPAPA's Steering Committee.
Since its inception, the IPAPA has been welcomed by both local
and international firms in the information product industry. Major
computer software and hardware firms such as Microsoft, Acer, Inter-
national Business Machines (IBM), Novell, Lotus, Matsushita,
Autodesk, and Eten, as well as forty local computer companies have
joined the organization. Representatives from most of these compa-
nies serve on the IPAPA's Executive Committee. Membership dona-
tions provide seed money to allow the IPAPA to carry out its activities
in combating piracy. Firms that join the IPAPA can request to have
their products registered with the IPAPA for piracy monitoring and
follow-up legal action.
B. IPAPA Anti-Piracy Efforts
Due to the complexity of Taiwan's piracy epidemic, the IPAPA
takes a holistic approach to the problem, attacking it on all fronts
through education, government negotiation, international exchange,
and direct legal action against counterfeiters and infringers of intellec-
tual property rights.
1. Education
The IPAPA believes that the most effective way to combat the
piracy problem is to promote the recognition of intellectual property
rights through educational efforts. For example, in traditional Chi-
nese culture, copying the work of another was considered the highest
form of respect and honor. Attitudes such as this, combined with an
ignorance of the local and international laws that prohibit piracy of
software and other information industry products, have created a level
of piracy in Taiwan serious enough to place Taiwan among the coun-
82. The Information Service Industry Association (CISA) of the Republic of China
was originally founded as the nationvide representative body for the Information Service
Industry. Since its inception under the commission of the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
CISA has formed the Industrial Computerization Task Force and Commercial Information
Committee. CISA works to promote computer software usage and facilitate synergy
within the industry, while also acting to prevent software piracy.
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tries on the United States Trade Representatives' Special 301 Watch
List.
This stigma, reserved for serious intellectual property rights of-
fenders, prompted Taiwan's legislature to amend and revise the laws
protecting intellectual property in Taiwan. Although Taiwan has since
been removed from this priority watch list, the IPAPA still believes
that there is a need to change Taiwanese attitudes towards copyright
infringement. To this end, the IPAPA has implemented an educa-
tional program that promotes awareness of intellectual property rights
by sponsoring forums on the subject at all relevant conventions, exhi-
bitions, and computer industry and association meetings throughout
Taiwan.
For example, in March 1994, the IPAPA joined with the Taiwan
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturer's Association (TEEMA) and
the China External Trade Development Council (CETRA) to sponsor
an event entitled "Proper Management of Software in an Enterprise:
Examples of Company Software Infringement." The event was a ma-
jor success.
In November 1995, Business Software Alliance (BSA) and the
Association Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences Economiques et
Commerciales China (AIESEC TAIPEI) joined the IPAPA to coordi-
nate presentation of seminars on intellectual property rights. These
seminars were specifically aimed at educating college and university
students on the vices of intellectual property right infringement. To
date, the IPAPA has sponsored or cosponsored more than ten semi-
nars and joined in twenty forums to promote its educational efforts.
2. Government Negotiation
The IPAPA also provides the information product industry with a
united voice that empowers the industry to coordinate anti-piracy ef-
forts with various government agencies. The IPAPA participates in all
levels of government meetings relevant to protecting and expanding
the intellectual property rights of the information products industry.
In its representative capacity, the IPAPA has attended meetings with
the Ministry of Interior's Copyright Commission and the Ministry of
Economic Affairs Anti-piracy Committee. The IPAPA has also at-
tended a conference entitled "Facing the Copyright Problem in Main-
land China," an important government meeting addressing the piracy
problem. In addition, the IPAPA works with relevant administrative
agencies to coordinate anti-piracy campaigns.
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3. International Exchange
The [PAPA both actively seeks and offers assistance in the inter-
national education and enforcement of intellectual property rights.
The IPAPA has worked closely with groups such as the United States'
Business Software Alliance (BSA) in joint educational efforts. In the
international arena, one of the IPAPA's early accomplishments in the
enforcement area was the negotiation of a legal mechanism to better
protect the intellectual property rights of Taiwanese-produced Chi-
nese software in Hong Kong. This achievement was the result of sev-
eral months of meetings and conferences between the IPAPA, its
members, and Hong Kong's Customs Authority. The IPAPA also at-
tended a seminar on nongovernmental organizations and their ap-
proach to intellectual property protection sponsored by the United
States Information Agency (USIA) in Hong Kong.
4. Direct Legal Action
[PAPA contributes substantially to the effort to coordinate the
reporting of piracy in Taiwan and takes direct legal action against
those infringing on members' information products. To this end, the
IPAPA provides unique services to the information product industry,
including a product registration databank, follow-up monitoring, and
enforcement mechanisms.
Since its formation, the IPAPA has conducted numerous police
raids against retail stores and distributors. After the raids, criminal
and civil actions are brought against the owners, who are then subject
to imprisonment, fines, and civil damages. The IPAPA is dedicated to
keeping pressure on the counterfeiting establishment in order to keep
copyright infringers from profiting from their illegal actions. Word
about police raids conducted by the IPAPA has spread quickly in Tai-
wan's underground counterfeit trade. Deterred by the risk of criminal
penalties if caught, counterfeiters, either retail or manufacturing, are
reconsidering whether it is worthwhile to continue their counterfeiting
ventures.
The IPAPA's goal is to become a coordination center for the re-
porting of information product piracy. To this end, the IPAPA main-
tains a twenty-four hour hotline and directly monitors Taiwan's
Bulletin Board Service (BBS) to detect any type of information prod-
uct piracy activities. The IPAPA's Anti-Piracy Attorney Team directly
investigates the alleged infringements for the IPAPA members who
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register their products with the IPAPA databank. Other cases are di-
rectly reported to the party whose rights are being infringed.
The IPAPA's legal team is authorized to conduct investigations,
police raids, and product seizures in addition to the relevant legal ac-
tion necessary to bring the infringing party to justice and to prevent
further copyright infringement. Because of the enormous costs in-
volved in conducting a raid, IPAPA was unable to begin this aspect of
its services until April 1995 when some donated seed money was re-
ceived. However, since May 1995 IPAPA has conducted more than
ten raids and is in the process of planning others. These actions pro-
vide direct evidence that IPAPA is serious about cracking down on
piracy in Taiwan.
IV. Conclusion
Although all reports seem optimistic about Taiwan's future in the
global information product marketplace, there is a continued need for
constant monitoring, promotion, and enforcement of intellectual
property rights. Intellectual property rights cannot be neglected in the
promotion of Taiwan's integrated industrial and technological devel-
opment and its quest for membership in international organizations.
Through its educational programs and other activities, the IPAPA
hopes that its efforts will help Taiwan establish a reputation as not
only a center for information technology in manufacturing and devel-
opment, but as one of the leaders of information technology protec-
tion in the twenty-first century.
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